
Self-loading Mounted Salt Spreaders

Passion and innovation



A complete range of top
quality, hard-wearing

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION
Constant technological innovation, together with our ninety-
year experience in the sector of winter road conditions, are
the feathers in our cap at Garnero, European specialist in
the design and construction of mounted, self-loading salt
spreaders.

ABOVE-AVERAGE PERFORMANCE
Our brilliant designers have worked using innovative manu
facturing technologies to create exclusive, user-friendly salt
spreading machines, which allow you to work more effectively
and in far greater safety.

TOP QUALITY AND LONG LIFE
Garnero uses the best materials and top quality electronic
components, electro-hydraulic and oleo dynamic mechanisms
to construct its salt-spreaders. This ensures more robust,
more reliable and longer lasting machines, reducing mainte
nance to a minimum.

TESTING
The Garnero Testing Department checks equipment suitability
and, when necessary, any modifications to the equipment.
It follows each stage of the inspection, and carries out on-
site certification until the registration booklet has finally been
issued. In the event of a request for special options, testing
will also be carried out at the M.C.T.C. [Department of Public
and Private Transport] and by the C.P.A. [Vehicle Testing
Centre].

TECHNICAL SERVICE
Technical service staff at Garnero are always available during
the winter, even on Sundays and bank holidays, ready to
take direct action or refer you to our authorised workshops.

HIRE
Garnero offers a convenient Hire Service which allows you
to hire salt-spreading machines for the period of time you
require. At the end of this period, you will be able to return
the machines without any further cost.
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Garnero self-loading Salt spreaders are ideal for spreading a
continual, uniform layer of abrasive granules and/or salt fluxes.
They can be mounted on every make and model of agricultural
tractors and service vehicles.
They are available in the following models:

All the models are available
with an AISI 304 stainless
steel hopper.

For further technical information and optional extras, please refer to the product brochures on our website: www.garnero.com

For three-point linkage mounting, using a metering roller or a
rotating spreader disc for gritting.

SA3 - SA3D

For mounting on service vehicles using a metering roller or a
rotating spreader disc.

SAO - SAOD

TO WORK MORE EFFECTIVELY

Hopper: made of rust-proof treated, high yield steel.

Grid: double protection to prevent accidents and to act as a
screen.

Bearings support: with watertight seals and hard-wearing
rubber.

Crusher roller for Model SA: equipped with prongs to
continually mix the spreading agent.

Metering roller for Model SA: made with evenly spaced,
alternating plates.

Spreader for Model SAD: with a rotating disc and hydraulic
adjustment of spreading width.

Hydraulic motor: to adjust rotation speed of the rollers

Nuts and bolts and parts subject to corrosion made of
STAINLESSS STEEL.

Centralised lubrification

Full-tip mount with hydraulic cylinder and lock valve.

Colour: standard RAL 2011.

Self-loading salt spreaders

MODEL SA3 1400

Maximum width      (mm)

Spreading width    (mm)

Spreading width    (mm)

Hopper capacity    (m3)

Weight when empty (kg)

Minimum power required

SA3 1600 SA3 2000 SA3 2300 SA3 2500 SA3 2500 M

1430

1200

0.42

340

40

1630

1400

0.86

420

60

2030

1800

1.08

640

80

2330

2100

1.24

700

90

2530

2300

1.35

740

100

2530

2300

1.75

775

130

For models SA3 D - adjustable from 1500 to 7000

SA3 D 2000

SA3 2500 M



A unique technology worldwide



TOP QUALITY AND HIGH PERFORMANCE

Garnero has designed and manufactured a complete range of
mounted salt spreaders, ideal for light vehicles (SPX models) and
for winter maintenance of average (SP ECO R models) and large
road surfaces (SPCR models).
All our machines can be adapted to any type of vehicle attachment
and can operate with either abrasives (sand) or fluxes (salt) under
any weather conditions.
Adjustment of the spreading quantity is regulated separately from
the spreading width to avoid wasting any material and consequently
to make economic savings.
The mounted salt spreaders are manufactured using the best
steels and, together with the use of top quality electronic, electro-
hydraulic and oleo dynamic components, they are able to guarantee
maximum ruggedness, reliability and operational effectiveness.

SPCR 95

SP ECO 30R

LCD monitor for video
camera controlling
work area.
Next generation digital
soft-key keyboard with
screen to display work
functions and
programmes using a
CAN-BUS system.

REVERS

The Revers models are unique in the sector of winter road surface
maintenance throughout the world.
Completely closed machine with lower waterproof section: ensures
no possible material spillage and total safety for the operators.
Metal chain turns in opposite direction
compared to traditional machines, so that
it operates in the same direction as the
vehicle.
Continual agitating of the spreading
agent: this eliminates any lumps or com
paction.
The material is pushed towards the front
of the equipment: it eliminates build-up
at the rear and ensures even weight dis
tribution.
Greater load capacity: according to size
and overall dimensions of the vehicle.

LOAD HOPPER HEATING

The hydraulic oil circulates through a conduit in direct contact with the
spreading agent. This cools the hydraulic oil and at the same time heats the
spreading agent to keep it running smoothly over the sides and to
reduce the formation of solid �wedges� of material.
L�olio idraulico circola in un condotto direttamente a contatto con il
materiale da spargere.
FEED UNIT

Consisting of three modules: Consisting of three modules: easy
access for extraordinary maintenance operations and possible
replacement of only the most worn-out module (normally the feed
module).

ABSOLUTE PATENTED INNOVATIONS

For further technical information and optional extras,

please refer to the product brochures on our website:

www.garnero.com

Mounted Salt-spreader

Counterwise chain

bottom closed
waterproof spreader



FOR LIGHT VEHICLES

The mounted Salt spreader in the SPX series is made entirely of
AISI 304 stainless steel.
Both rustproof and light, this piece of equipment is ideal for light
vehicles with reduced useful capacity.

CONTINUAL EVEN SPREADING

Conveyor feed with hydraulic drive allows continual, even distribution
of abrasive granulates and/or fluxes.
We use top quality components and simple, reliable, technological

solutions to reduce
maintenance to the
minimum and to guar
antee the operator a
totally secure, user-
friendly machine.
justment of the spread
ing quantity is regulated
separately from the
spreading width to avoid
a useless wastage of
materials and to opti
mise cost effectiveness
and protection of the
environment.

Mounted Salt spreaders

SPX - small road surfaces

SPX 1000 R SPX 2000 R

Next generation
digital soft-key
keyboard with
screen to display
work functions and
programmes using
a CAN-BUS
system.

MODEL SPX 1000 R SPX 2000 R

Loading deck width (A) (mm)

Maximum Length (B) (mm)

Hopper capacity to brim (m3)

Hopper capacity when full (m3)

Hopper capacity with raised edge(m3)

Spreading width    (mm)

Weight of basic empty model (kg)

Weight of full optional model        (kg)

2000

2750

1.20

1.40

1.70

1500 - 8000

430

560

2550

3300

2.20

2.50

3.00

1500 - 8000

550

700

LOADING FLOOR

ROADWAY
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SP ECO 30 R

SPC R 85



INNOVATIVE AND VERSATILE

Garnero professional salt spreaders have been designed and
created to fulfil a wide range of requirements: the SP ECO R is
ideal for winter maintenance of average road surfaces, whereas
the SPCR series is ideal for both average and large road surfaces.
They are capable of operating with either abrasive materials
(sand) or fluxes (salt) under all weather conditions, and they are
a perfect match for any type of vehicle attachment.
Over ninety years� experience in the winter road maintenance
sector has enabled Garnero to identify the best materials, develop
cutting-edge technological processes and build supreme quality
electronic components, electro-hydraulic and oleo dynamic mech
anisms.
Therefore, we manufacture more versatile, robust, reliable ma
chines equipped with state-of-the-art technology consistent with
operator friendliness and safety, and minimum maintenance.

SPCR - medium and large roads

MODEL SP ECO 25 R SP ECO 30 R SP ECO 35 R SPCR 65 SPCR  85 SPCR  95

Size on load level (A) (mm)

Maximum length (B) (mm)

Height (C) (mm)

Width (D) (mm)

Hopper capacity to brim (m3)

Hopper capacity when full (m3)

Hopper cap. with raised edge (m3)

Saline solution capacity (if present) (L)

Spreading width    (mm)

Basic model empty Weight (kg)

2270

3180

1250

1820

2.5

3.2

4.0

900

2000 - 10000

720

2840

3750

1250

1820

3.2

4.2

5.0

1000

2000 - 10000

780

3340

4250

1250

1820

3.8

4.7

5.8

1800

2000 - 10000

890

3740

4780

1280

2040

5.00

6.50

8.20

1300

2000 - 12000

2000

4940

5980

1280

2040

6.20

8.40

10.30

1800

2000 - 12000

2300

5540

6580

1280

2040

7.50

9.60

12.00

2500

2000 - 12000

2400

LOADING FLOOR

ROADWAY

A

B

C

D

SP ECO R - medium road surface



Via Don Minzoni, 6 - 12011 Borgo S. Dalmazzo (CN) - Italy

Tel. + 39 0171 266 368 - Fax + 39 0171 268 620

gabriele@garnero.com - www.garnero.com


